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5 of 5 review helpful House of Rain delighted this reader with its clash of theories By Sue J Cauhape Craig Childs 
walked the vast space that the ancient people of the American Southwest trekked as they migrated from Chaco to 
Colorado to as far south as Mexico With various archeologists adding to his wealth of information and theories about 
these people Childs takes us with him on a journey of hardships faced by these pe In this landmark work on the 
Anasazi tribes of the Southwest naturalist Craig Childs dives head on into the mysteries of this vanished people The 
various tribes that made up the Anasazi people converged on Chaco Canyon New Mexico during the 11th century to 
create a civilization hailed as the Las Vegas of its day a flourishing cultural center that attracted pilgrims from far and 
wide and a vital crossroads of the prehistoric world By the 13th centu From Booklist Although less well known than 
the Mayans the Anasazi who flourished in the region now known as New Mexico also vanished without a trace Now 
eight centuries after their thriving 2 000 year old c 
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